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ABSTRACT 

 
In radiographic films, the behavior of characteristic curve is very important for the image quality. 

Digitization/visualization are always performed by light transmission and the characteristic curve is known as a 

behavior of optical density in function of exposure. In a first approach, in a Monte-Carlo computer simulation 

trying to build a Hurter–Driffield curve by a stochastic model, the results showed the same known shape, but 

some behaviors, like the influence of silver grain size, are not expected. A real H&D curve was build exposing 

films, developing and measuring the optical density. When comparing model results with a real curve, trying to 

fit them and estimating some parameters, a difference in high exposure region shows a divergence between the 

models and the experimental data. Since the optical density is a function of metallic silver generated by chemical 

development, direct proportion was considered, but the results suggests a limitation in this proportion. In fact, 

when the optical density was changed by another way to measure silver concentration, like x-ray fluorescence, 

the new results agree with the models. Therefore, overexposed films can contain areas with different silver 

concentrations but it can't be seen due to the fact that optical density measurement is limited. Mapping the silver 

concentration in the film area can be a solution to reveal these dark images, and x-ray fluorescence has shown to 

be the best way to perform this new way to digitalize films. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Quality of radiography is always an important point in the correct diagnostic and report, in both 

medical and industrial application [1]. This quality depends, in part, on the characteristic of the 

film and, consequently, depends on the film composition [2,3]. Each kind of application needs 

a film with a specific composition, and it´s possible to create models for the behavior of these 

films [4,5]. Therefore, computational simulation can be used to test the models and try to find 

the characteristics of a specific film, or starting from the model of a desirable film, find its 

composition [1,6,7,8]. 

 

A mathematic model about the correlation between optical density and exposure, similar to 

many known [4], has been used to be compared with the results of a Monte Carlo simulation. 

It was performed in a computer simulator and considers stochastical events to reproduce the 

exposure in a film [6,9]. Results showed that the characteristic curve was similar to the known 

shape [2], but the behavior observed when the grain size or the silver concentration varies was 

not expected.  Even exchanging the model by another, more sophisticated, [5] this behavior 

remains the same. 

 

To validate the model, and explain this behavior, experimental data was needed. The initial 

objective of this work was to use curves of optical density to validate the experimental data. 

Some H&D curves was built using an optical density reader [10], but the results were 

insufficient. When try to fit simulated and experimental data, the best fitting showed an 

experimental OD saturation before simulated OD. Leaving the two curves with different limits. 

 

Later, seeking a new way to understand this strange behavior, a curve of silver concentration 

(made by x-ray fluorescence) in function of exposure was built. The results were unexpected: 

the XRF curve continued to grow even when optical density was saturated, and also fitted 

perfectly with models. The results showed a limitation of optical density and suggested the 

XRF as a new and most effective way to view and digitalize radiographic films. 

 

The objective was changed to use x-ray fluorescence to validate de model, and suggest XRF to 

digitalize films [11] like a way to show images not seen with light transmission. In the last 

results, a linear profile from the radiography of a real object confirmed the effectiveness of the 

new method. 

 

 

2. MODEL AND COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATION 

 

Radiographic films are made of layers: plastic base, emulsion and protecting layer. The base is 

only for mechanical support, where the emulsion will stand. The protecting layer is to keep the 

film safe of abrasive damage. The layer that makes the image appear is the emulsion [12,13]. 

 

Emulsion is a colloid mixed with silver grains. These grains, by the radiation exposure and 

chemical developing, can be turned into metallic silver, in black color that will block the 

crossing light. More silver grains in an area of the film increase the optical density in this area. 

This contrast between high and low exposed areas generates the image [12,13]. 

 

Latent image is formed when photons interact with silver grains, creating sensitivity specks. 

When exposed to the chemical developer, these specks work like a starting point for a chain 
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reaction, disassociating all bromide atoms of the grain and leaving only silver, in metallic state 

[2,12,13]. 

 

 

2.1. Mathematical Model 

 

The mathematical model of Dixon & Ekstrand [5] makes some considerations about the 

relation between exposure and optical density to find its function. 

 

I – light photons interact with silver grain in probabilistic way, like x-ray photons interact with 

matter. As optical density is a logarithm of reason between initial intensity and intensity after 

crossing the film, we got : 

 

𝐷 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝐼0

𝐼
) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝐼0

𝐼0𝑒
−𝑛𝜎𝑏𝑥

) = 𝑛𝜎𝑏𝑥 ∙ log(𝑒)                                (1) 

 

𝐷 = 0.434 ∙ 𝑛𝜎𝑏𝑥                                                    (2) 
 

Where,  

 

𝐼0 is the light bean intensity entering in film, and 𝐼 is the primary bean intensity after crossing 

the film. 

 

𝑛 is the number of black grains per volume. 

 

𝜎𝑏 is the cross section of a black grain, for the light. (area unit) 

 

𝑥  is the emulsion thickness. 

 

Equation for optical density is similar to made by Webb [4] 

 

II – A black grain can´t blacken anymore, it means, the number, and consequently the 

probability of a photon to sensitize a grain decays as the number of sensitized grains grows. 

 

 

III – To turn black, a grain needs to be sensitized a certain number of times (than creating a 

certain number of specks). For X-ray, only one photon has enough energy for create various 

specks, so, for x-ray, this number is 1. 

 

With these considerations, Dixon & Ekstrand [5] found: 

 

 

𝐷(𝜀) = 0,434 ∙ 𝑁𝜎𝑏𝑥 [1 − 𝑒
−

𝜀

𝜀0 ∑
1

𝑗!
(
𝜀

𝜀0
)
𝑗

𝑚−1
𝑗=0 ]                        (3) 

 

 

 

where: 
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 𝑚 is the number of photons that may hit a grain for turn it in black. 

 

 𝜀 is the exposure (in number of photons) and e 𝜀0 is the reference exposure. 

 

 𝑁 is the number of silver bromide grains per volume. 

 

If considered X-ray interactions, m = 1, we got:   

 

𝐷(𝜀) = 0,434 ∙ 𝑁𝜎𝑏𝑥 [1 − 𝑒
−

𝜀

𝜀0]                                  (4) 

 
Similar to equation find by Webb [4]. 

 

 

2.1. Stochastic Model for Computer Simulation  

 

Initially, the main model’s goal was to simulate the stochastic characteristics of the interaction 

of X-rays with the radiographic film. The emission, interaction and detection of each photon 

were treated as random events with known probabilities, and the principal collected result was 

a darkening map of an element that simulates the film. The model was implemented in a parallel 

computing simulator. The film is one of the elements of the simulator, which already has preset 

photon emission mechanisms of their interaction with the sample. 

 

The other elements of the simulator are the source and the sample. The source is the element 

responsible for the emission of photons, generating its initial position (within the limits of a 

particular plan, which would indicate the position of the source), energy, and the initial velocity 

vector.  

 

The sample is the element that interacts with photons. Using equations about interactions of 

radiations with matter, estimates probabilistically if photon interacts with sample or not. If yes, 

the photon can be absorbed or scattered, if scattered, a new energy and directions is calculated. 

This process happens if the photon intercepts the coordinates of the sample, and interactions 

can happen while the photon at these coordinates. 

 

The model of this work is mainly to detect the photons whose trajectory is toward the film, and 

then process the effects of the interaction of photons with the film. Photons are processed one 

by one. The mechanism step by step is: 

 

1 - Initially, the film has, in each position, a set number of non-sensitized grains. 

 

2 - The algorithm receives a photon from X-rays source, interacting with the sample or not. 

Then, calculates the direction of the photon coincides with the detector plane; if does not match, 

the photon is discarded and return to step 1 

 

3 – The coordinates of the point of film which the photon will hit are calculated. 

 

4 - Is defined by probability if the photon interacts with some grain silver. 
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5 - If interacts, calculates by probability, if achieved silver grain had already been reached 

before . If yes, back to the step 1, if not; consider this point in the film with one more grain 

blackish. 

 

This process that was repeated for each emitted photon, can be represented by the flow diagram 

showed in figure 1. 

 
 

 

The simulator was built on the CHARM + + platform, based on C + +, which incorporates 

distributed processing routines.  The algorithm shown in figure 1 was written for this platform. 

The total activity of the source can be distributed in n cores, each responsible for a set number 
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events (photons). In general, the photons was simulated one by one and later the image was 

integrated into the main computer. 

 

Each image was generated by a "cycle" of the simulator. Using a single core of a computer 

DELL, ALIENWARE series, core i7 processor with 16 GB of RAM, UBUNTU operating 

system. At each cycle, the processing time increases linearly with the number of events. The 

maximum time spent for calculating 109 events was about 2 hours and 5 minutes without the 

specimen, and 3 hours and 8 minutes with the specimen. This variation is natural, since with 

specimen each event would have more interactions to be calculated. 

  

Considering that all kind of radiographic film has the same saturation limit, all results are 

normalized by this limit. To fit simulated and theoretical results, some of parameters are 

manually and arbitrary adjusted. An OD versus exposure graph shows the results in figure 2. 

 

 

 
Figure 2:  Optical density versus exposure graph: Results by simulation and 

mathematical model. 

 

 

In figure 2 we see a curve that looks like the known shape, and it´s possible create images from 

any virtual sample, but behavior about grain size and grain area are different. Both parameters 

can´t change inclination (film speed), as expected. Besides that, the correct parameters values 

for real radiography need to be found. So, The next step was validate experimentally this work, 

using real data to find errors and improve features in the simulator model. 

 

 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA TO VALIDATE MODELS 

 

To justify adjusting the parameters in order to compare the theoretical curves and simulated 

characteristics, and test if the simulated values are close to the real, a characteristic curve was 

built in laboratory. This curve was compared to the theoretical and simulated results 
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These proceedings were performed in Carestream Dental films of type E, used in oral radiology. 

The choice of this film was due to its small size, and its easy way of exposure, developing, 

manipulation and storage. The films were directly exposed to an X-rays beam through an 

Amptek mini-X tube used in X-ray fluorescence. The focus-film distance was set up using 

positioners for optical experiments of OPTRON brand. Films were developed through a small 

chamber for dental films with developer and fixer KODAK Carestream Dental for oral 

radiology. The optical density of the film was measured using a densitometer X- RITE 341C 

 

Several films have been exposed at a fixed distance of 15 cm. Each film was exposed for a 

different time (1, 3.75, 7.5, 15, 30, 60, 75, 90, 120, 180, 240, 480, 960, 1440, 2400 and 10000 

in an arbitrary exposure units), and was revealed soon after. The exposure time data (which is 

proportional to the film exposure) and the optical density are recorded. With these data, it was 

possible to build experimentally the characteristic curve of film. The data are shown as blue 

squares in the  figure 3: 

 

 
 

Figure 3: H&D Curve obtained experimentally (blue squares) compared with 

theoretical results normalized by amplitude (red circles).  

 

 

We can see a higher limit in 5.5 optical value. The first idea was find values that fit experimental 

and theoretical data and thus, suggest values for film parameters. However, there was a 

difference in both shape: the saturation in shoulder region is faster in experimental data.  

 

The first approach was to use the value of 𝑁𝜎𝑏𝑥 as an “amplitude factor” that limited the 

maximum value. If it was true, the 𝑁𝜎𝑏𝑥 must be a value that limits the theoretical curve to 

5.5 optical value. However, when trying to compare the simulated curve with the experimental 

curve, there was a disagreement as the softness of saturation (shoulder of the curve) and 

divergence on the expected values of grain size. It can be viewed in figure 3 by red circles. 

 

As this approach doesn´t work, new ways to fit them were tried, and a best fit between the 

curves is find adjusting  𝑁𝜎𝑏𝑥  and 𝜀0 at the same time, but only the less exposed region was 

really equal,  and the theoretical has a saturation number greater than experimental. The results, 

shown in figure 4 by red circles, suggest a cut-off in experimental optical density. It means the 
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model need to find a reason on this cut-off or there are needed considerations not included in 

it.  

 

 

 
Figure 4: H&D Curve obtained experimentally (blue squares) compared with 

theoretical results normalized by best fitting (red circles) and results by XRF of silver 

concentration. 

 

 

The amplitude fit (figure 3) was expected with more coherent choice, but due this limitation in 

light measurement, was taken like an error. The best-fit (figure 4) parameters were chosen 

arbitrarily and interactively. Sometime in this process was saw that only a half data would be 

near to experimental data. However, them the results are so near that suggests it was right. 

Maybe optical density and silver concentrations not be proportional as keep before. 

 

 

Because of this divergence between model and optical density, another experimental way were 

searched to answer if the problem is the optical density measurement. So, a curve with a 

different physical parameter was made. Once the remaining silver halide is washed by fixer, 

after complete chemical development, only metallic silver stays. It´s possible to measure 

concentration of developed grains measuring silver in film. To do this, x-ray fluorescence was 

performed in each film, and the signal area for silver was collected.  For each film a 600 

seconds, 40 µA 40kV acquisition  performed by AMPTEC XR100-CR X-ray fluorescence 

detector. For each spectrum, silver peak area was recorded and plotted with initial exposure 

time of film. 

 

After normalizing the values by an arbitrary number, the new curve showing signal area in 

function of exposure time looks like identical, and, adjusting parameters can be fitted in 

theoretical curve, confirmed an insufficiency in measure development by optical density. The 

graph is showed in figure 4; by green triangles. The result found gives an interesting new role 

to XRF in radiographic films: It shows a useful linear curve in exposures which optical density 

is already saturated.  

 

In figure 4, although they are near, XRF data and theoretical data is not 100% equal. It means 

that model parameters can be optimized. To convert XRF data and let it fit to model output 
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data, a proportionality value was found. Despite found experimentally, maybe this value can 

be calculated, seeing geometry factors, efficiency factors, and previous calibration 

 

 

4. THE BLACK IMAGE 

 

As can be seen in figure 4, after optical density saturation, XRF still growing as long the 

exposure grows. It means two areas of the film with different silver concentration but both 

higher than optical density saturation point, can be differentiate with others methods best than 

optical measurement. It other words, optical instruments, like our eyes or digitalizing scanner 

can see only black where XRF see a radiographic image. The called “black image” is an image 

in saturated film, which can be recovered by XRF map [11], bring a new method for 

digitalization and storage of images in radiographic film. 

 

To show an example, a black image profile was performed. The sample x-rayed was a little 

aluminum stair, with four steps, commonly used to evaluate radiographic contrast. Each step 

has different thickness, leaving cross different percentage of a primary x-ray beam. A expected 

radiography of this stair is each step with different gray level.  Its radiography was obtained 

with 40 kV and 80 uA X-ray beam for 30 minutes, and developing soon after, visually and by 

de optical density measure, completely black, all points read shows optical density about 5.56, 

meaning all steps completely black in optical dentiy. The fluorescence measurement was 

performed using Bruker Artax micro XRF, a line in the middle of film was scanned point by 

point, 100 seconds 50 kV 600 µA acquisition setup, and the area of silver signal in function of 

distance is shown in figure 5, showing the steps not seen by light crossing. 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Linear profile of an overexposed little stair radiography.  

 

 

In figure 5 we can see the four defined steps of the aluminum stair. It means, the stair steps not 

seen in optical density can be found by XRF map, giving rising a new way to recover 

overexposed radiographic images. 

 

In fact, in ideal conditions, the optical density will be proportional to metal silver concentration, 

like show in equation (1). However, when keep in practice, a limitation in light measurement 

gives a maximum value to optical density, explain the fast saturation in experimental data.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS  

 

The mathematical model and the stochastic model agree themselves, but disagree with 

experimental optical density. The main difference is not in theory, but in a limitation in measure 

equipment.  

 

XRF was very important to support the parameters values that best fit experimental and 

theoretical data, showing a curve greater than optical density. It mean a larger linear region, 

where best images can be done. The region not ends where we know, and exposure and read 

can be extrapolated outside the know curve.  

 

To read the entire image, XRF seems to be the best way. The next step from this work is to map 

an overexposed, point by point, with XRF, to create a silver concentration map that can be 

reconstruct as a total image digitalization. 

 

The black image, for now, is only a grayscale profile of a hypothetical image, but the expected 

profile was found. Most of limits values for images need to be defined, like best possible noise 

and best spatial resolution. The idea of black image must be best worked, giving rise to a new 

and most efficient method to digitalize and analyze analogic radiographic image.  
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